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About This Game

Floor Plan is a puzzle adventure game that takes place entirely inside an elevator. Go floor to floor, find items, and meet a
bizarre cast of characters. Discover relationships between different things in the building and unlock its secrets.

It's the most fun you can have while stuck in an elevator.

FEATURES

Elevator-Scale VR
Walk around the elevator, grab things, and press buttons! Or if you'd rather enjoy your buttons from a distance, you can play

seated or standing with a variety of control options.

Classic Genre, New Paint
Floor Plan takes mechanics from your favorite classic point-and-click adventure games and reimagines them for first person
VR. Whether you dream of inventory puzzles or you're a newcomer to the genre, you'll see it like you've never seen it before.

Play Your Way
Figure out alternate solutions to puzzles, solve them in different orders, or call the operator if you need a nudge in the right

direction.
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Floor Plan generally takes players about an hour to complete. We've priced it accordingly, and think it has enough special
moments to be memorable and something you'll want to share with friends. Thanks for checking it out!

You can reach the developers on Twitter at @TurboButtonInc.
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It was alright, I didn't find it all that entertaining myself. Feels like a classic point and click game distilled into 45 minutes and
without any story. The whole thing looks pleasant but the puzzles often don't feel connected to the environments. And the
characters look interesting but don't really communicate in a meaningful way. It's unique for the current VR market but it still
feels like a tech demo.. Really enjoying game but too short.
Also, there is no truly "VR" elements, which is sad: with no use of roomscale and controller gestures game is basicly point-and
click adventure.
Well made elevator point-and-click adventure.. Cute, funny, innovative puzzle for all ages. No motion sickness roomscale
walking.
8/10. Short, charming point and click VR game that just oozes charm. I prefer these shorter, more polished experiences to all
the buggy VR games that I've played so far.. Worth the considerably low asking price (especially on sale) for the expirience.

You can tell the devs actually put alot of care and effort into the game.. This is a bizarre low-fi inventory puzzle game which
uses the kind of logic you got in 80's point'n'click games. There is an achievement for completing this in 10 minutes, but you'll
get more out of it first time. You have 4 inventory slots. You pick things and and try using them with other things. Agressively
quirky. There are worse ways of spending your time, especially if you can get a good deal on it.
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While this puzzle game is relatively short, it's still funny and clever. The player is stationary for the entirety of the game, but it's
still good for demonstrating VR capabilities to your friends and family.. Very boring, very short.. This is a damned cute puzzle
game! You do actually hafto scratch your head on a couple of these puzzles (atleast I did heh)

All very simple ideas but creative as well. Think outside AND inside the box with this one. *HINT*

If you like puzzle games, this one is one you should have a look at!

Fair price at full price. If you see it on sale, dont think twice and just grab it!. It was a 3€ for one-hour-fun-deal. The game gave
me exactly what I expected.
I was very happy that the game doesnt need long to get you from one floor to another.
Its not something you need to play but if you like the idea you get a nice little puzzler for one hour.. Fun puzzle
game/experience for VR. Short but sweet. Recommend for the price.
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